
their current playing. Through leveraging processed signals into
sensor-controlled generative and sequenced material, a repurposing
occurs, where one’s acoustic solo improvisation is transformed into
electro-acoustic musical accompaniment for the same performer. Through
Non-Linear Gestural Augmentation, the drummer can disembody the
timbral and temporal qualities of the instrument’s purely acoustic sound
from their physical requisites and material dimensions. This performance is
the first attempt at expanding the software into a system designed to
simultaneously control the processing of a drummer and a non-percussive
instrument.

I am Lost in a Cavern - Rebecca Larkin
Lost in a cavern, I shout into the void… and the void shouts back.
I don’t know who I am.

The Brownstone - Willie Fastenow
I’ve always been drawn to this poem, written by my uncle in 1984 while he
was living in New York City. Over the years, I’ve explored different aspects
of it, trying to draw out some of the piece’s themes in various performative
ways. Several years ago, when I was about the age my uncle was when
he wrote this, my longtime friend and collaborator, Langdon Crawford, and
I created a version for our band, The Air Band, whereby we played
custom-built controllers designed by Langdon, and combined textural
sounds, with the words of the poem as read and recorded by my
grandfather, triggered back to life and manipulated with the controllers.

In this version, I am picking up where we left off and presenting the piece
in an intermedia collaboration with Langdon (custom controller), Steven
Michael Lewis (drums), and Whitney Schmanski (dance). I am also
working with sound design created by Charlie Morrow, and leveraging the
hardware and software innovations of Mari Kimura and her Mugic sensor,
which is the basis for Langdon’s custom instrument and is being worn by
Whitney in a way that lets her sonify her movement. I’m including the text
of the poem below, which serves as the underpinning of the piece, which
you may find helpful to read either before or after the performative version.
With special thanks to Lisa Naugle.
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Performed by Whitney Schmanski (Dance), Langdon Crawford,
Charlie Morrow, and Steven Lewis
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